Introduction
Let Q be a simply connected region in the xy~plane bounded by a (piecewise) smooth contour L. In the interior of 2 let be another simple (piecewise) contour 1 dividing ¿2 into two regions -g bounded by 1 and G lying inside the contour L and outside 1. Let 0 = "y(s) denote a diffeomorphism between the points P of L with arc coordinate a, and the points Q of 1 with arc coordinate 0 . For the positive direction on L and 1 we take that which leaves Q and g on the left respectively. Let a(P), f(P) be given (piecewise) continuous functions on L and let I>(Q) denote the class of functions we shall consider the following problem being a simple modification of the basic variational problem in two dimensions: to minimize the integral functional v.ix.yj in g
(1)
L.v.WoIfersdorf, J.Wolska-Bochenek with F(x,y,u,p,q) e in the class of functions u(x,y) € C(ff) <• > D(Q) satisfying the conjugacy condition (2) u(P) -a(P)u(Q) = f(P), P e L.
For the first variation of the functional (1) we obtain <» «-ff[!?i «IK*¡f«,].«»"
for all i?(x,y) € C(ffi) « D(fi), with ?(P) = a(P) 7(g), P e L, where the upper indices + are related to the boundary values of u^, u^ on 1 from g and G respectively (cf J?ig.l) 1) .
tfig.1
Prom the equation (3) we obtain the tiuler-lagrange equation 1 ) ? ' i' may also be given by different expressions of class C c in G and g. further as for "the usual Dirichlet problem the variational problem and she conjugacy problem are equivalent, i.e. solutions u of the conjugacy problem (6), (2), (7) in the class C(S2j D(Si) are also solutions of the corresponding variational problem (1; with (2).
By virtue of Green's formula for solutions u of (6)
it follows that for alP) $ 1 the solution u of the problem (fej, (2), (7) is uniquely determined, whereas for a(P) = 1 it is determined up to an arbitrary additive constant 2 '.
In order to solve the problem we make the following assumptions:
1° The contours L and 1 are Ljapunov curves, 2° i'ne periodic functions a(s), f(sj, y(s) are Holder continuous and possess Holder continuous derivatives; besides
•j'hus we are looking for solutions u e C(i!S) of the problem (6;, (2), (7), whose components u^ in g and Ug in u possess Holder continuous derivatives of the first order in g and u respectively. The solution u may be represented in the iorm of simple layer potentials (cf. C3], §65 and DO]).
The problem (6), (2). (7) is self-adjoint; in case a(p)*1 positive, in case a(P) = 1 semi-positive definite.
jì problem of potential theory where ,u(6), y(si are real Holder continuous functions on L end 1 respectively, uniquely determined by u, k is a given suitably fixed constant depending on £2 only; r(r,z), r (t,z) denote the distances between the points r e 1 with arc coordinate 6 and t e L with arc coordinate s from the point z = x+iy e £2 respectively. i'aking into account the iormula (9) we may write the conjugacy condition (2) in the form
where arc coordinate sq and the point tQ e L correspond to P, and arc coordinate 0Q and the point rQ e 1 corespond to Q.
According to the formulae concerning boundary values of normal derivatives of simple layer potential we obtain for u determined by (9)' (11) au; an (Q) -|g-(Q) = 2*7i<o0), r0 « 1 and , p sin a (r ,t ) < sinu.^,!. ; (12) j* (»* "*(•")-{ r(r,to)° r(t,to)° sina(t,t ) t e L , o * where oc(z,t ), z * t Q denotes the angle between the tangent to the contour L at the point t and the vector z^j» measured from the latter in the positive direction, kernels of the integrals (12) are regular and weakly singular respectively (cf. C3D, $12). Thus the condition (?) leads to the relation (13) ns(s ) V(s ) + 2ny' (s )/i(s )
where we have put /J.(S) : = /t{ y£ s )). The conjugacy problem (6), (2), (7) is thus reduced to the investigation of the system of two integral equations of the first and second kind respectively with two unknown riolder continuous functions v and />L . (1 7 J Jf ' (sj A(sjds = 0 . I i'he system of integral equations (13)» (14) is equivalent to the problem (6), (7) and the conjugacy condition (2) is re placed by
In particular the homogeneous system (13), (14) is equivalent to the problem (6), (7) and
where K is an arbitrary constant. We can state that it is alv/ays possible to form from any two solutions of the problem (6), (7), (19) a suitable linear combination being itself a solution of the homogeneous original problem (6), (2), (7). Taking into account the uniqueness property we can also state that this solution is identically equal to zero if a(p) ^ 1 and is equal to a constant if a(P) = 1. Therefore the homogeneous adjoint system (15), (16) can possess at most one linearly independent solution (A (s), pQ(s)) in case a(p) ^ 1 and two such pairs (AQ(s), p^s)) (i=1,2) in case a(P) = 1.
Taking into account the known relations
, z e fi for z = t e L, and z = r_ e 1, respectively, one verio ' o ' fies easily that such solutions of (15), (16) The corresponding solvability conditions (17) for f'(s) are satisfied automatically. Therefore, the inhomogeneous system (13), (14) is always solvable and the homogeneous system (13), (14) possess one linearly independent solution pair (vQ(s) f/ao(s)) in case a(p) £ 1 and two such ones (vi(s) flai(s)) (i=1,2) incase a(P) = 1.
In case a(P) ^ 1 the general solution of the system (13), (14) is of the form
where (v(s),/Z(s)) denotes a particular solution and C an arbitrary constant. fhus, in view of (3) the corresponding function u(x,y) has the form (22) u(x,y) = u(x,y) + C uQ(x,y), where u and uQ satisfy the conjugacy conditions
with the constants K, KQ / 0, because of the uniqueness of the non-trivial solution u of the problem (6), (2), if (?). Choosing C = in (21) and (22) we obtain the unio quely determined solution u of the problem (6), (2J, (?).
In case a(P) = 1 we have (23) u(x,y) = u(x,y) + C^ix.y) + C2u2(x,y),
where C^ (i=1,2) are arbitrary constants and
with constants ^ (i=1,2) such that K^ + k|>0. i'o get a solution of (6), (2) , (7) we can choose arbitrary constants C^ (i=1,2) satisfying the relation C1K1 + C2K2 = K. The above investigation makes it possible to state the following conclusion.
Theorem.
If the assumptions 1°, 2° are satisfied the problem (6), (2), (7) is always solvable. The solution u represented in the form (9) -where v , /x are solutions of the system (10), (13) -is unique, where a(P)^ 1, and determined up to an arbitrary constant in case a(P) = 1^.
Remark.
The corresponding problem (2), (7) for the Poisson equation (24) Au =<p (x,y) in g and G with the given Holder continuous function <p(x,y) in Q , which is equivalent to the variational problem (1), {21 for 2 2 F = p + q -2 <fu, should be dealt with in an analogous way by adding the logarithmic potential of surface distribution
to the right-hand side of (9). In case a(P) = 1 the given funotion ep has to fulfil the orthogonality condition ^ E.g. this constant may be fixed by prescribing the value of u in a given point ( x 0»70) ^SF. JJV/,7) d/d7 = 0.
In case a(P) ^ 1 no restrictions on cp are imposed.
Example
Let us consider a simple example easily solvable in a closed form by series expansion. In polar coordinates r,i) the data are as follows u' = E f , v' = E e n n n' n n^n u" = F f , v" = F g n n n' n n 6 n if A i 1.
